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RailMitra appRailMitra app is an artificial intelligence-powered app that has is an artificial intelligence-powered app that has
specific functionality required for train travelers. When it comes tospecific functionality required for train travelers. When it comes to
planning a travel journey via train, RailMitra has a bunch of railwayplanning a travel journey via train, RailMitra has a bunch of railway
related inquiry services which include ordering food in train, related inquiry services which include ordering food in train, checkingchecking
PNR status onlinePNR status online, arrival and departure of train, checking train, arrival and departure of train, checking train
schedule, etc. RailMitra helps every train traveler to plan their journeyschedule, etc. RailMitra helps every train traveler to plan their journey
well ahead in an easy manner. Some of the major inquiry serviceswell ahead in an easy manner. Some of the major inquiry services
available in the RailMitra app are:available in the RailMitra app are:

Checking of PNR status and its confirmation prediction:Checking of PNR status and its confirmation prediction: A A
passenger needs to enter the PNR number in the interface and the apppassenger needs to enter the PNR number in the interface and the app
will provide the result of its confirmation or non-confirmation.will provide the result of its confirmation or non-confirmation.
  Train Schedule:Train Schedule: Through this feature, passengers can check the Through this feature, passengers can check the
schedule of the train which he/she is going to board.schedule of the train which he/she is going to board.
  Food Ordering for Train:Food Ordering for Train: RailMitra app has a special feature for RailMitra app has a special feature for
passengers through which they can order food online in train bypassengers through which they can order food online in train by
choosing among various options like veg food, non-veg food, Jain food,choosing among various options like veg food, non-veg food, Jain food,
and a range of customized combos and platters. RailMitra hasand a range of customized combos and platters. RailMitra has
coverage of 600+ cities and services in almost 5000+ trains.coverage of 600+ cities and services in almost 5000+ trains.
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  Live running status:Live running status: Through the RailMitra app, one can check the Through the RailMitra app, one can check the
exact live running status of any train and know the position where theexact live running status of any train and know the position where the
train is.    train is.    
  Arrival-Departure Updates:Arrival-Departure Updates: This is one of the specific features This is one of the specific features
which shows the exact status of arrival or departure of any train fromwhich shows the exact status of arrival or departure of any train from
any station.any station.
  Trains between Stations:Trains between Stations: The live running time statistics of any The live running time statistics of any
train between two stations can be tracked easily via RailMitra app.train between two stations can be tracked easily via RailMitra app.
  Hotel by Hour:Hotel by Hour: Booking of hotel rooms, on an hourly basis was a Booking of hotel rooms, on an hourly basis was a
difficult job as hotel owners deny to provide rooms on an hourly basis. difficult job as hotel owners deny to provide rooms on an hourly basis. 
Through RailMitra, One can easily book hotel rooms on hourly basis forThrough RailMitra, One can easily book hotel rooms on hourly basis for
a comfy stay.a comfy stay.

With all such technical features, RailMitra app becomes the mostWith all such technical features, RailMitra app becomes the most
favoured app among travelers. Download our application and set yourfavoured app among travelers. Download our application and set your
plans free for a great train journey.   plans free for a great train journey.   
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generation and appointment setting services. We help companies ingeneration and appointment setting services. We help companies in
getting a breakthrough in lead generation for their services andgetting a breakthrough in lead generation for their services and
products.products.

Our goal is to create opportunities for buyer & seller.Our goal is to create opportunities for buyer & seller.

Headquartered in Nagpur (India), TLM has a lot to offer when it comesHeadquartered in Nagpur (India), TLM has a lot to offer when it comes
to lead generation and appointment setting. We act as an extendedto lead generation and appointment setting. We act as an extended
arm to your sales process so that your sales pipeline looks strongarm to your sales process so that your sales pipeline looks strong
always.always.

We have experience of all the traditional and the modern techniques ofWe have experience of all the traditional and the modern techniques of
inside sales which gives us a little edge over our competitors in theinside sales which gives us a little edge over our competitors in the
market. We make you understand how to reach the prospect and whenmarket. We make you understand how to reach the prospect and when
to reach the prospect. Our methods of prospecting is proven and a lotto reach the prospect. Our methods of prospecting is proven and a lot
of our clients getting benefitted through our process.of our clients getting benefitted through our process.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-lead-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-lead-
market-9086market-9086
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